
BILL GATES PERSONALITY TRAITS ESSAYS

EARLY LIFE â€¢ Born on October 28, in Seattle, Washington, America. â€¢ EDUCATION Bill Gates had a normal
schooling at the.

After which he graduated from lakeside he enrolled for the fall semester at Harvard University in pursuit of a
career in law. Bill Gates also loved being challenged. His full name is William Henry Bill Gates. Bill Gates is
still alive, but sadly Steve Jobs passed away on October 5,  Not only did they create the operating system, but
also founded Microsoft itself. Bill showed his brilliance earlier in life, so his mother and father put him in a
private school in Seattle. What 'history' tells the world is that Gates persevered through trials time and again,
to single-handedly build an empire known throughout the world as Microsoft. Burns discussed leadership as
transforming, and on occasion Let the innovators hit the beaches and take the losses; if you hold back and
follow, you can clean up in peace and quiet. The Lakeside programmers or Students Club was formed for
Gates and some other kids with the same passion of his. Do they put the bad guys in jail and make the
community a better place. He has distinguished himself as producing the top software for personal computers
through his strong desire for success. He continues on by mentioning talents and, organized in steps, the
visionary thoughts for Microsoft from Gates. Some people just have dreams of doing something they enjoy
but never really imagine it going that far. His is not simply a story of technical brilliance and enormous
wealth; it is one of remarkable business vision and an obsessive desire to win. These leaders projected their
authority so that others would follow; they could do any task better than their followers. Gates was born into
already well established family. He was CEO of Microsoft and became the richest man in the world.
Nevertheless, the tabloid press helps us to think of the corporate leader as the great man. A full review of
literature on this topic aims to shed light on this definition. He has found and operated an innovative business
that developed a world renowned software. Ever since his childhood, he appreciated reading business
magazines. Many writers on this subject seem to be primarily concerned with the qualities found in successful
entrepreneurs. Gates and his friends started to neglect their regular school schedule in order to spend more
time exploring the machine. Surrounded by these groundbreaking events, Time Magazine compiled the most
influential people of the year. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, a private organization that extends
globally, is one such group that has focused on the betterment of the people. A combination of questions and
answers provides information that determines which characteristics are associated with Bill Gates started his
computer company Their father, William H.


